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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Contaminationof the Arctic regions of northern Europe and Russia, as

well as the Sea of Japan, may become a potentialmajor hazard to the ecosystem

of these large areas. This report provides a summary of background informa-

tion on radioactivecontaminationof oceans from activities in the former

Soviet Union, to serve as an aid in understandingthe scope of the problem and

types of contamination involved.

Widespread poor radioactivewaste management practices from nuclear fuel

cycle activities in the former Soviet Union have resulted in direct discharges

to this area as well as multiple sources that may continue to release addi-

tional radioactivity. Informationon the discharges of radioactive materials

has become more commonplace in the last year, and a clearer picture is emerg-

ing of the scale of the contamination. Radioactivityin the Arctic oceans is

now reported to be four times higher than would be derived from fallout from

weapons tests (Oslo Afterposten,November 22, 1991). Although the character-

istics and extent of the contaminationare not well known, it has been stated

that the contamination in the Arctic may range from I to 3.5 billion cuY'ies

(InsideNRC, June 29, 1992). As yet, no scientific sampling or measurement

program has occurred that can verify the amount or extent of the contamina-

tion, or its potential impact on the ecosystem.

The radioactive contaminationis derived from several source terms. The

disposal in the Barents and Kara Seas in the region of Novaya Zemlya appears

to have been derived primarily from naval operations, includingdirect dis-

charges of liquid wastes, disposal of submarine reactor cores (several con-

taining fuel), and disposal of containers of liquid and solid wastes of

unclear origin (but presumably from naval operations). There are also indi-

cations of civilian wastes being dumped in this region. Activities at the

Novaya Zemlya nuclear test site have undoubtedlycontributedto the radio-

active source term, due to the atmosphericand underwater nuclear tests that

have been conducted there. Contaminantsfrom nuclear defense s;tes, borne by

the Ob and Yenisey Rivers, are another potential source term.
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The Barents and White Seas have received contaminationfrom the nuclear

activities on the Kola Peninsula,which includes the home of the Soviet

Northern Fleet at Severomorsk,near Murmansk. Some contaminationof this area

may also be due to the military activitiesconducted in Lake Ladoga, although

this is a somewhat isolated source-term.

The Baltic Sea, severely contaminatedby industrialwastes, is also

being contaminatedby radioactivematerials resulting from uranium processing

activities in Sillamae and from the submarine base in Paldiski, both in

Estonia. The presence of industrialcontaminants, includingWorld War II

chemical agents disposed of at sea, may also add to the overall problem of

determining radionuclidemigration and uptake in this environment.

The Sea of Japan and possibly the PacificOcean may be receiving radio-

active contamination from submarine-relatedaccidents and poor waste manage- .

ment practices such as at sites near Vladivostok and the Kamchatka Peninsula.

The general areas of concern are shown in Figures I and 2, which are

large-scalemaps of the Arctic Oceans and Sea of Japan, respectively(Times-

Atlas). Figure 3 (MeditsinskayaGazeta, December 13, 1991) is a general

contaminationmap of the former Soviet Union and shows a broad range of con-

tamination sites, including at least some of those responsiblefor contamina-

tion of arctic region oceans as well as the Baltic Sea, the Sea of Japan, and

possibly the Pacific Ocean.
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1.0 CONTAMINATIONOF THE BARENTSAND KARA SEAS

I 1.1 CONTAMINATION IN "THENOVAYA ZEMLYA REGION

A potentiallymajor radioactivewaste management problem, apparently pri-

I marily related to the operation of Soviet naval reactors, has resulted from

the disposal of radioactivewastes at sea. The greatest risk for Norway and

Russia is the their which two of
potential impact on fishing industries, are

the world's largest. The two countries have now agreed to investigatethe

I amounts (estimated at 7,000 MT of solid radioactivewastes and 15,000 m3 of
liquid radioactivewastes) and locations of waste dumped in the Barents and

I Kara Seas (Stockholm Radio, May 6, 1992). The agreement was recorded in aprotocol submitted on May 6, 1992, in Oslo following a working meeting. The

first joint expedition to map the dumping sites (14 areas [Tass, May 7, 1992])

I and test for contamination,scheduled for July I0, 1992, was to include

20 researchers from six countries on a Russian ship (Tri-Cit.yHerald, May 4,

I 1992). The results of this Norwegian/Russian expedition have apparently con-

firmed at least some of the materials disposed of in the regions near Novaya

I Zemlya. The expedition reports that it confirmed the dumping of 12 nuclear
reactors, three containing fuel, from Russian submarines and icebreakers.

Members of the expedition also have been given a map of the locations and dis-
posal dates for the reactors. This confirmation still differs from that pre-

I viously reported in the Russian publication Sobesednik on January 5, 1992,which reported 15 submarine and/or reactor compartmentsdisposed of, five of

which still contained fuel (Oslo Aftenposten,August 6, 1992).

I Plans are also being made to determine the region's overall contamina-

i tion, including radioactivecontaminationvia the gulf stream and the Ob andYenisey Rivers (Tas____ss,May 7, 1992). A. Yablokov (Russian State Counsellor for

Ecology and Public Health) recently noted that "Before we come to know for

I certain where Krasnoyarsk-45and Tomsk-7 (nuclearfacilities sites) dispose of

their radioactivewaste, we have every reason to believe that all this waste,

I to millions millions of has been in the Arcticamounting upon curies, dumped
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Ocean." As far as he knew, waste from Tomsk is pumped into special under-

ground storages, and Krasnoyarskwaste probably goes to the Yenisey River,

which provides it a path to the Arctic Ocean (MoscowNew Times, April 1992).

Andrey Zolotkov, a former deputy to the Supreme Soviet from Murmansk,

began publicly announcing ocean dumping of radioactivewastes in September

1991 (Paris AFp, September 24, 1991). He acknowledgedthat Soviet civilian

and naval vessels had dumped "highlyradioactive"waste into the Barents and

Kara Seas between 1964 and 1986. According to the ships' log records,

Zolotkov notes, 12 ships have disposed of 10,250 containers (of one cubic

meter each) of radioactivewastes in waters not more than 1,100 feet deep

(Daily Telegraph, November 26, 1991), or less than 60 feet deep (NuclearWaste

Newt, November 28, 1991), and holes were put into some containers that did not

readily sink (KomsomolskayaPravda, September 28, 1991). Zolotkov also stated

that a radioactivewaste containerwashed up near Novaya Zemlya in 1984 that

had "an activity of 160 R/hr" (Reuters,September 23, 1991), a very high acti-

vity level that may indicate the presence of high-levelwaste, such as spent

fuel fragments.

The number of containers disposed of at sea has alternatelybeen reported

to be as high as 17,000. Izvestia (October 29, 1991) has noted that 11,000

containers (Rossiyska_aGazeta, February 27, 1992) holding reactor equipment,

structures, and "other dangerous" wastes have been dumped. These wastes

include a container holding the damaged core of the icehreaker Lenin, which

was dumped off the Novaya Zemlya archipelago between the Barents and Kara Seas

after suffering a "serious reactor accident" in the mid-lg60s (Paris AFP,

September 24, 1991). At least 15 naval reactors have been disposed of in the

Kara Sea not far from Novaya Zemlya (Moscow Radio Rossii, March 25, 1992). lt

should be noted that 5 of the nuclear submarinesdisposed of near Novaya

Zemlya and/or reactor compartmentsstill have nuclear fuel in the reactor

cores (Sobesednik,January 5, 1992).

In addition to the reactor core from the Lenin, other containers,metal

components, and equipment from nuclear power installationshave been sunk in

the Novaya Zemlya archipelago. The wastes were dumped (in violation of the

London Convention) in bays close to the shore where the water depth did not



meet IAEA recommendations. This was due to the fact that the seaways were

closed farther offshore because of the proximity of the nuclear testing ground

on Novaya Zemlya. The wastes were supposed to have been placed in containers

that were filled with bitumen or "liquidglass," and then hermeticallysealed;

however, Zolotkov indicated that this was not done (Tass InternationalSer-

vice, September 27, 1991). Additionally,waste water from naval and civilian

reactors was dumped by special ships that diluted the radioactivewaste with

seawater and then discharged it to the ocean through a pipe that extended

below the propellers (Tri-CityHerald, May 4, 1992).

A RussianAtomic Supervision Committee, to which the military is account-

able, has now been set up. When the Navy recently requested permission to dis-

pose of radioactivewaste in the Kara Sea, their request was denied (Moscow

New Times, April 1992).

Figure 4 shows sites around Novaya Zemlya where radioactivewaste con-

tainers and naval reactor cores have been disposed. The descriptionsof waste

disposal locations indicatedon Figure 4 are as follows (Sobesednik,

January 5, 1992):

I. The Novaya Zemlya deep-sea trench - a cargo vessel with a damaged
(submarine)reactor (1,700 curies [reportedto be 170,000 curies by
RossiyskayaGazeta, June 23, 1992]), 1,450 submergedcontainers with
radioactivewaste, and a tanker with liquid radioactivewaste.

2. Neupokoyeva Bay - solid radioactivewaste with an overall radio-
activity of 3,400 curies.

3. Tsivolki Bay - 4,750 containers of radioactivewastes, the lighter
N. Bauman, the mid-section of the ice-breakerLenin with three dam-
aged reactors and crane assembly.

4. Oga Bay - 850 containers of radioactivewastes.

5. Stepovogc Bay - 1,850 containersof radioactivewastes and a damaged
nuclear submarine containing two reactors with nuclear fuel still
inside (sunk at a depth of 35-50 meters [Ru_siyskayaGazeta,
June 23, 1992]).

6. Abrosimov Bay - 550 containers of radioactivewastes and sections of
four damaged nuclear submarines (a total of eight reactors, three of
which contain nuclear fuel).

7. BlagopoluchiyaBay - 650 containersof radioactivewastes.
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8. Techeniy Bay - a damaged reactor (withoutnuclear fuel) with an I
aggregate activity level of 1,856 curie,s.

9. Open sea - 400 containers of radioactivewastes. 1

10. Open sea - 250 containers of radioactivewastes.

11. The Cape Sukhoy Nos area - where the highest-yield atmospheric
nuclear weapons tests were conducted; an off-limits area.

12. The Matochkin Shar Channel area - location of the latest underground
nuclear tests in tunnels; an off-limits area.

Chernaya Guba area - location of the first underwater,above- 1
13. The

ground, and initial underground (in emplacement hole) nuclear tests;
the grave of the experimentalship Kit and the proposed burial site
for the nuclear submarine Komsomolets (in the event it is raised); !
an off-limits area.

14. Proposed site for a regional nuclearwaste repository.

15. The southwesternsector of the archipelago'ssouth island. This is
an area proposed for the long-term program of nuclear tests on
Novaya Zemlya.

The effects of nuclear tests at Novaya Zemlya may also have contributed
I

to the contar_inationof the Barents and Kara Seas. Izvestia (October 29, i

1991) reports that 132 nuclear tests have taken place there--87 in the atmos- o

phere, 42 underground,and three underwater,for an aggregatetotal of more

than 90 megatons. The results of a radioactivecontamination survey at Novaya

Zemlya have concluded that the levels are "very slightly" above the global

background. However, three areas had higher radiation levels; two of these

were associated with atmospheric tests conducted prior to 1963. The third

area was linked to an undergroundexplosion in August 1987 that vented radio-

active gases (MoscowRadio World Service, January 20, 1992). The first under-

water test was conducted on September 25, 1955, in Chernaya Bay at a depth of

50 meters. A surface nuclear test was conducted 2 years later on the east

bank of this bay, as well the testing of a nuclear torpedo. The background

radiation in Chernaya Bay is currently stated to be up to I mR/hr. There is a

"sanitaryprotection zone" at the southwesterntip of Novaya Zemlya, and seri- 1

ous contaminationmay also exist in Mityushin and Krestova Bays where thermo-

nuclear atmospherictests were conducted, includingthe 58-megaton test on q
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October 30, 1961. The most extensive periods of testingwere in 1958

(26 atmospheric and underwater tests), 1961 and 1962, when there were 24 and

36 tests, respectively (RossiyskaxaGazeta, June 23, 1992). On February 27,

1992, President Yeltsin signed a decree to prepare for testing at Novaya

Zemlya by _nakingnew tunnels and galleries for undergroundtesting (MoscowNew

Times, April 1992).

A joint Russian-Norwegianexpedition studied the areas of the Northern

Barents and Kara Seas, where radioactivewaste presumably had been buried in

the summer of 1992 (Moscow ITAR-Tass,June 3, 1992). The expedition appar-

ently confirmed the dumping of 12 nuclear reactors, three containing fuel,

from Russian submarines and icebreakers. This constitutesonly partial

confirmationof the materialsdisposed of as reported in the Russian publica-

tion Sobesednik on January 5, 1992 (Oslo Aftenposten,August 6, 1992). The

expedition was not permitted to visit three of the bays, where it is claimed a

large number of reactors were disposed of (Tass, September 11, 1992).

The results from another internationalexpedition to the Kola Peninsula,

Novaya Zemlya, and Franz Josef Land indicate that the nuclear testing on

Novaya Zemlya has had an "impact" on marine life within a 2,000-km radius.

The expedition included ecologists from Russia, United States, Germany,

Poland, and Norway (TeleradiokompaniaOstankino Television,May I, 1992). The

British Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food is now also planning to

study areas of the Kara Sea and the Arctic with respectto radioactive

contamination (NuclearWaste News, July 9, 1992). Also, a collaborative

effort between the University of Alaska and the Far Eastern Department of the

Russian Academy of Sciences was discussed recently in Vladivostok. lt was

proposed that the new Joint Scientific Center, "The Arctic," would coordinate

all joint activities (Itar-Tass,April 21, 1992).

There have been several reports on the possibilitythat radiation has

caused the death of marine life in the Barents and White Seas. Massive deaths

in the White Sea of marine life such as starfish were reported in 1990, and

seals have been reported to have been killed as a result of nuclear testing at



Novaya Zemlya. A study on seals notes that they have been exposed to toxic

and radioactivesubstances leading to increaseddeaths due to cancer (lass,

April 3, 1992).

1.2 CONTAMINATION IN THE KOLA PENINSULAREGION

Five sites in the Kola Peninsula region have been noted as official stor-

age areas for nuclear waste. They are at Murmansk (home port for naval ves-

sels with a total of 220 reactors), PolyarniyeZori (wherethe f_ur VVER-440

"Kola" reactors are located), Severomorsk (home of the Soviet Northern Fleet),

Litsa (a submarine base), and Kildin (Oslo Aftenposten,November 26, 1991).

The Litsa Fjord is located about 45 km from Norway, and Kildin is an island in

the Barents Sea about 120 km f_-omthe Norwegian border (NucleonicsWeek,

April 18, 1991). At Murmansk, a ship named the Lepse is be,_g filled with

radioactive wastes derived from naval reactor operations and incorporatedinto

concrete or grout (Tass, October 2, 1991). Radioactivewaste is also said to

be storeH in ships in the port of Archangelsk (Daily Teleqraph, November 26,

1991), and liquid radioactivewastes from facilities in nearby Severodvinsk

are placed on ships for discharge at sea. Three radioactivewaste burial

grounds are also located close to Severodvinsk,a port on the White Sea

(Moscow Interfax, February 22, 1992).

There is an apparent shortage of storage and treatment facilities for

radioactive wastes in Murmansk and other areas with nuclear naval operations.

In an effort to solve this situation, scientistsfrom St. Petersburg have met

in Murmansk to discuss concepts for a regional burial site. Also, the

Murmansk Maritime Shipping Line has joined with the Northern Fleet in asking

the Moscow IndustrialTechnology Research Instituteto prepare a feasibility

study to construct a waste burial site on Novaya Zemlya. The site would util-

ize shafts that were tunneled in the permafrost for undergroundnuclear explo-

signs. The outcome of this feasibilitystudy is not known (Moscow Radio

Rossii, March 11, 1992). Compounding the waste sto_age problem, the former

Soviet submarine fleet is to be reduced by 185 submarines (both nuclear and

diesel powered) by the year 2000, and the icebreaker Lenin was stated to have

been recently "scrapped" (Paris AFP, January 9, 1992).



Liquid radioactivewastes produced by facilities at Severodvinskare

loaded in ships that put to sea and discharge the radioactive liquid over-

board. There are now three fixed radioactive burial grounds located close to

the city of Severodvinsk (Moscow Interfax,February 22, 1992). Russia will

close a number of military enterprisesengaged in building nuclear submarines

and will concentrate the production in Severodvinsk. Besides constructionand

repairs of nuclear submarines,Severodvinskwill also engage in radioactive

waste management and provide "secure" scrappingof nuclear vessels and their

reactors (Moscow Itar-Tass,May 6, 1992).

The Russian nuclear submarine Komsomolets,now lying on the bottom of the

Norwegian Sea, may become, as a result of corrosion, a significant source of

radioactive pollution. The accident res,lted in the collapse of the titanium

hull, and an electrolyticcouple could be set up between the hull and the

steel reactor vessel (Moscow New Times, April 1992). In July, the results of

a recent expedition involvingthe Russian Oceanology Institute, the Kurchatov

Institute, and the Navy indicatedthat the Komsomoletsmay not be salvaged.

Previously unnoticed hull damage was observed,which led scientists to believe

that the Komsomolets'hull would split apart if it were raised from its depth

of 1,720 meters (Izvestia,July 3, 1992). The submarine sank on April 7, 1989

(KomsomolskaYaPravda, April 14, 1992).



2.0 CONTAMINATIONOF THE BALTIC SEA

The radioactive contaminationof the Gulf of Finland and the Baltic Sea

appears to be from waste water disposal and seepage from power reactor and

' fuel cycle enterprises located on the coast. The presence of industrial

wastes and chemical agents of World War II vintage that have been disposed of

at sea may complicate the migration and uptake of radionuclidesin this some-

what isolated sea. In April 1992, the Ministers fronl12 countries signed a

1992 Convention on Protectingthe Baltic Sea Basin Environment. More specific

than the previous accord, dated 1974, this convention pointed out more than

150 facilities that a,e pollution sources for the Baltic Sea (Izvestia,

April 14, 1992).

Radioactivewaste management problems associatedwith uranium processing

near Sillamae, Estonia, have surfaced again (Bradley and Schneider 1990).

Wastes are seeping into the Gulf of Finland through a sea wall that separates

a waste storage pond and the Baltic sea. Additionally,wind-borne contamina-

tion of nearby areas has occurred, and radiation levels near the site are five

times normal background (Nuclear Waste News, May 7, 1992). The processing

facility was built in 1948 to extract uranium from oil shale deposits located

nearby. Processingwastes were placed in an open-air pool, 20 meters deep and \

2 miles wide, which contains 9 x I0B MT of radioactivematerials and is still

being used (Nuclear Waste News, May 7, 1992). Other reports note that the

inventoryof wastes at the Sillamae site, located 50 miles east of Tallin,

Estonia, has been stated to be 4 million tons of uranium ore waste (which

includes 1,200 tons of uranium), 1,000 tons of radium, 500 tons of thorium,

and a couple of million tons of calcium sulfate, calcium fluoride and ash

(Daily Teleqraph, September 3, 1992). The pond was in operation until 1989

and was also used by local chemical companies as a disposal site. lt is

located 10 meters inland from the Gulf of Finland and is 20 meters above the

seawall; it is reported to cover 36,000 m2, but is thought to be much larger

than that. Radiation readings of 17 mSv/yr (-0.2 mR/hr) were measured on the

embankment of the pond (SvenskaDaqbladet, March 6, 1992). The former Soviet

Union has not yet provided the promised aid to reinforce a gravel embankment



between the reservoir and the Bay of Narva, drain the reservoirs and then

cover the site (Svenska Daqbladet, March 7, 1992).

Stopping leaks of radioactivewaste into the Baltic, decommissioningtwo

submarine reactors at Paldiski, and bringing a major waste dump up to inter-

national standards are part of an extensive agreement between Sweden and

Estonia. Finland's Center for Radiation & Nuclear Safety (STUK) will partici-

pate in the study and help the Estonians find financing for the total project.

The most costly (and most critical) part of the program is cleaning up the

uranium mill tailings site at the Sillamae Metal & Chemical Production Plant

(NucleonicsWeek, March 19, 1992). A protocol was signed on March 13, 1992,

to provide assistance in dealing with the radiologicalhazards. The prelimi-

nary agreement,worth $800,000, outlines a five-stage approach to the Sillamae

problem. The investigationwill start with an anaiysis of the silt and sedi-

ment at the bottom of the lake, followed b) a technical investigationon how

to protect the environment from radioactivedamage. The pond's contents are

now thought to be about 1,000 times more dangerous than earlier estimates, and

Swedish experts who visited the pond have revised upwards by 10 times their

first estimate of the pond's size, to a surface area of 360,000 square meters

(AmericanEmbassy, Stockholm, March 17, 1992).

Some 100,000 Swedish kronor (about U.S. $16,700) has been earmarked for

the first phase of a cleanup of the uranium mill tailings site. The second

phase of work, estimated to cost between I and 2 million kronor, will include

a detailed inventory of toxic materials at the site (NucleonicsWeek,

May 28, 1992). The presence of industrialwastes and the disposal of World

War II chemical agents [See Note I] may exacerbate the cleanup of radionuclide

sources such as at this site, as well as complicate their assimilationinto

food chains.

Radioactivewaste is also a problem at the Saku repository,where about

2,000 curies of sealed radiation sources have been deposited since 1964, and

where an environmental impact study is planned. Another problem dealing with

wastes in Estonia concerns the "at least" 23 lighthouses along the coast that

are powered with strontium-90sources. The facilities are apparently in
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Note 1
In addition to the seepage of radioactive wastes into the Baltic sea, 34,000 tons of "com-

bat toxic ag6rzts" are reported to have been disposed of at sea. They were buried in the Baltic
Sea after World War II at a depth of 80-90 meters, close to Denmark's Bornholm Island and
Sweden's Gotland Island (Moscow RIA, March 13, 1992). Other reports indicate that nearly
400,000 tons of the German munitions containing gases (mustard gas, lewis;_e, phosgene, and
diphosgene) were dumped in shallow areas of the Baltic Sea near Kiel Bay, in the Skagerrak
Gulf, and near Bornholm island. Corrosion of the cases of the munitions is becoming a serious
concern (_ February 28, 1992). The Mayor of St. Petersburg, irl requesting assistance
from Finland for the cleanup of chemical weapons from the Gulf of Finland, indicated that work
was ongoing to locate the ships that had been sunk in the Gulf of Finland wi'<h chemical agents
onboard (Moscow Radio, March 7, 1992). Latvia has requested the Commander of the Baltic
Fleet to announce the precise coordinates of the dumped chemical weapons as well as detailed
information about these weapons. From 1945 to 1947, a large load of chemicals was disposed
of near Liepaja and near the islands of Bornholm and Christiansoe [Denmark]. lt was stated
that, at a depth of more than _ hundred meters, there are barges and containers loaded with up
to 300,000 tons of aircraft bomb shells (Riga Radio, April 7, 1992). In December of 194-7
alone, 50,000 MT of German 500-kg aerial bombs filled with mustard gas, lewisite, phosgene,
and diphosgene, were dumped in 101 meters of water 5 miles south of Kristians (Christiansoe)
Island [near Bornholm Island] (.OQonek, February 8, 1992). An example of some specific infor-
mation on disposal near Bornholm, Gotland and Christi3nsoa Islands was recently given in
Rossiyskaya Gazeta, June 3, 1992:

• the remains of nine ships carrying 18,000 tons of mustard gas are disposed of at a depth
of 200 meters, 20 miles west of Lysekil, Sweden

• the disposal of 408,565 mustard gas shells, 71,249 aerial mustard gas 250-kg bombs,
17,000 adamsite bombs, 1,004 mustard gas; 1.5-MT containers, 10,240 chemical mines,
and 7,860 barrels of a toxin called "cyclone."

St. Petersburg scientists have drafted a comprehensive program, called "Ekobaros," that is
intended to study and possibly clean up chemical contamination in the Baltic Sea [Izvestia.,

June 4, 1992]o

various stages of disintegrationfrom corrosion and neglect, and can in some

cases be easily broken into. Readings of up to 500 mR/hr were noted at one of

the lighthouses,and there are concerns that some of the strontium sources

have been disposed of in the Saku waste site located about 10 km from Tallin

(Svenska Dagbladet, September I, 1992).

As for the two 25-MW Russian submarinetraining reactors at Paldiski, the

Estonians are adamant that the Russian Navy should decommissionthem, remove

the waste, and leave a green field. Currently, Estonian authoritiesdo not

even have access to the Paldiski military site (NucleonicsWeek, March 19, 1992).
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Due to military operations using radioactive substances in the district

of Vasilyevskiy Island near Shkiperskiy Channel in St. Petersburg, at _,least

nine areas of radioactive contamination have been found, some less than

300 meters from the Gulf of Finland. According to Pravda, about 2.5 acres of

Vasilyevskiy Island has been contaminated (Pravda, June 16, 1992). An addi-

tional, although probably small, source of radioactive contamination to the

Gulf of Finland, and ultimately the Novaya Zemlya region, stems from Soviet

testing activities in Lake Ladoga. Background information on this potential

source of contamination is detailed in Note 2.
i

Note 2

Lake Ladoga, located 50 km from the Finnish border, is a major supplier of St. Petersburg's
drinking water (USSR Technoloav UDdale, January 24, 1991 ), and is connected to the White
Sea via a canal system. A contaminated former German destroyer named the "Podvizhnvv"
and now called the "Kit" was until recently half-sunken in Lake Ladoga. The Kit, built in
Germany in 1940 (Moscow Interfax, August 7, 1991), and others were the subjects of tests
simulating nuclear explosions bv using radioactive materials and explosives (Izvestia, April 17,
1991).

A Soviet "test division" was formed in 1953 and based on the western shores of Lake
Ladoga. The center of the test site was on the island of Kheynvasenrna (formerly Surf), where
test explosions were conducted on the Kit and another ship called the Morskoy Okhotnik
(Izvestia. April 17, 1991). The Kit was located almost at equal distances from the towns of
Pri0zersk, Sortavala, and the island of Valaam (V$SR Tec:hnoloavUodate. January 24, 1991 ).
Radioisotopes were transported to the Kit in lead-lined containers and placed next to explo-
sives. "Experimental" animals such as dogs, rabbits and white mice were placed in the ship's
quarters, lt was noted thai a good many of the "sailorsand testers" who worked at the sites
after the explosions did not wear any protective gear. Radiation levels exceed 1 mR/ht at sev-
eral locations on the Kit, and the island of Makarinsari, where "scientific forces" were based
and radionuclides were stored, is "particularly" contaminated. The experiments were stopped
in 1955 (Izvesl;ia, April 17, 1991). Following the tests, the ship was sunk on the shore of Lake
Ladoga (Moscow Interfax, August 7, 1991). Alternately, ii has been reported thai the Kit was
used for testing by the Soviet Navy until 1961 (The European, November 1-3, 1991 ).

Appa. _ntly, in 1990, a "filtration system" using two synthetic resins was used to prevent
the leakage of radionuclides and "seal" the ship (USSR Technolo(]v Update, January 24, 1991 ).
Prior to its removal, the contaminated water was pumped from the Kit to a tanker, where the
water was purified and then discharged into Lake Ladoga. Then, the entire boat was encased
in a "plastic shell" and towed through the canal system of the White Sea for the 3,200-km trip
to Zovaya Zemlya (The European, November 1-3, 1991) in the summer of 1991 by the
St. Petersburg Naval Base (Moscow Interfax. August 7, 1991).

The Soviet Army also carried out zests for over 30 years on the effects of nuclear weapons
in the Heinamaa Islands in the northwestern corner of Lake Ladoga. They evidently traced the
spread of weapons fallout by exploding chemical explosives placed on timber pontoons. For
tesi purposes, shelters for test animals and laboratories were built on these uninhabited islands
(Suomen Yleisradio, October 10, 1991 ).
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3.0 CONTAMINATIONOF THE SEA OF JAPAN AND THE PACIFICOCEAN

A Soviet newspaper,Trud, has reported that an "explosion"in a nuclear-

powered submarine occurred on August 10, 1985, at a nuclearship repair _lant

on Chazhma Bay in PrimorskiyKray, about 1.5 km from the village named

Shkotovo-22near Vladivostok. Evidently,a steam explosionoccurred in the

reactor due to a mishap in a repair procedure,and the reactorcore was

reported to have been compromised,with fuel spilling into the water where the

submarinewas docked. Firefighterswere said to have receiveddoses of 30 to

40 rem. Ten men were killed, a radioactivetrail 6 km by 500 meters was left

on an adjacent hillside, and radioactivityis reported to have spread to

nearby Konyushkovo,Abrek, and RazboynikBays. The Taiga GeologicalAssoci-

ation in Khabarovsk conducted an independentradiologicalsurvey, and the

results are presently being analyzed (Trud,October 25, 1991). The reactor

core debris and contaminatedsoil from the accident that was placed in a

"hastily"dug trench near the site are being placed in a new burial site

(MoscowTelevision,March 29, 1992).

Additionally,a leak at a nuclear waste site on the Kamchatka Peninsula

has been reported. Apparently the leak was noted in 1990,when a crack in the

frame of one of two storage sites for "untreatedhigh-levelwaste" was dis-

covered (NuclearWaste News, January 2, 1992).
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